PROSPECTUS

WELCOME
FROM PAULINE
I started the Pauline Quirke Academy of Performing Arts because when I was
younger some of my happiest times were spent in acting class. Looking back, I can
see that the skills I learnt and the friends I made were really where it all started for me.
I wanted to recreate that opportunity for a new generation of aspiring professionals.
We hope that our full-time course will provide the next step on your journey towards
a career in the performing arts, in an environment that is both friendly and rewarding.
With training in all areas of the arts, including acting, musical theatre, film and
television, and technical theatre - plus regular masterclasses with industry experts,
the chance to perform in some of Edinburgh and London’s finest fringe venues,
as well as our unique red-carpet cinema screening, my team and I think we’ve put
together an exciting and innovative training experience.

THE ETHOS AND VISION OF THE
ACADEMY AT PQA STUDIOS LONDON
IS DRIVEN BY MY PASSIONATE
BELIEF THAT ALL STUDENTS
HAVE SOMETHING TO OFFER, AS
PERFORMERS, AND AS PEOPLE.

Our teachers have been selected for their considerable professional performing
experience and impressive work within performing arts education, to fully meet
the needs of our students as they embark on an inspirational journey of vocational
training.
The ethos and vision of the Full-Time Academy at PQA Studios London is driven
by my passionate belief that all students have something to offer, as performers,
and as people. My team is committed to nurturing and developing your creativity
and individual performance style, whilst ultimately, encouraging you to have the
confidence to be yourself.
I hope we can welcome you into the PQA family soon.

Pauline Quirke
Principal and Co-Founder
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Thank you for your interest in the Pauline Quirke Academy of Performing Arts at
PQA Studios London. We hope our prospectus provides you with the information
you need to help you make the best-informed decisions at this exciting time in your
training, as you select the pathway into the arts industry that is right for you.
Our full-time course has been designed to offer our students a constantly evolving
experience that mirrors the performing arts industry, while preparing them for the
rigorous demands of professional training at the UK’s leading conservatoires. Our
Two-Year Extended Diploma in Performing Arts is delivered through module-based
projects, focusing on the practical application of a huge variety of core disciplines
and specialisms, resulting in a wide range of performance opportunities throughout
your programme of study. Our course is validated by OCR and led by dedicated
industry professionals who we believe are outstanding in their field.
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Our core faculty works collaboratively with our students to ensure a personal training
experience that is tailored to your individual needs both vocationally and pastorally,
providing you with full support in achieving your goals.
I hope to meet you at one of our audition workshops or open days, which could be
the start of a life-changing experience.
We look forward to getting to know you better!

Adam Davenport
Artistic Director
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TWO-YEAR
DIPLOMA IN
PERFORMING
ARTS
FOR STUDENTS LOOKING TO
DEVELOP WITHIN ALL AREAS
OF PERFORMANCE

THE COURSE

Uniform and Equipment
A T-shirt and hoodie will be supplied on enrolment. A full uniform and equipment list
is included in our Student Welcome Pack.

Our Two-Year Diploma in Performing Arts is designed to equip students with the
skills required to meet the demands of the performing arts industry. The course is
holistically delivered through practical module-based learning, and equal focus is
placed on acting, singing, dance and film and television.
The course is continually assessed and monitored through personal mentorship
from our core staff and tutors, and focuses on individual progress both artistically
and pastorally. Significant emphasis is placed on live performance and students are
offered frequent internal and external performance opportunities during the course.
Students will not only hone their performance skills in acting, singing and dance, but
also develop knowledge of how to become independent practitioners, who are able
to create their own work in the industry. All students receive individual tuition as part
of the course as well as full guidance and support with auditions for professional
training.
At the end of the second year, successful candidates will be awarded an OCR
Cambridge Technical Extended Diploma in Performing Arts. This is a Level 3
qualification, the equivalent of 3 A Levels.
Students progress to higher education, studying performing arts degrees at
universities, or professional training at leading drama schools and musical theatre
conservatoires.

The course includes the following areas of study:
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• Acting for Stage

• Tap

• Film and TV

• Jazz

• Singing Technique

• Commercial Dance

• Voice for Actors

• Body Conditioning

• Radio Acting

• Stage Combat

• Ballet

• Mask and Puppetry

• Community Arts and
Children’s Theatre
• Technical Theatre and
Stage Management
• Audition Technique and
Repertoire
• Professional Practice
and Performing Arts
Business

Curriculum Study Support
All students receive access to our VLE which includes Moodle and use of their own
Office 365 account; they also have regular vocational tutorials with our Head of
Curriculum.
To aid their study and research, students have access to Pancras Square Library
which is a modern, welcoming space with the latest performing arts reference
books, plays and DVDs.
As part of its modern facilities and strong community ties, there’s a PC suite with a
range of new computers and tablets. Internet access is free and Wi-Fi is available.

Qualification
At the end of the course, students will be awarded an OCR Cambridge Technical
Extended Diploma in Performing Arts. This is a Level 3 Qualification, the equivalent
of 3 A Levels, for entry into professional vocational institutions/universities. The
course carries a maximum of 168 UCAS Tariff points.

Assessment
Students are assessed continually for the duration of the course.

Performance Opportunities
Students will perform regular in-house presentations to the Academy faculty and
invited guests. In addition, first year students will have the opportunity to perform at
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. At the end of the second year, students perform in
a full-scale musical at a London off-West End venue to a public audience including
industry professionals.

Course Duration
The course duration is 36 weeks per year.

Contact Hours
There are 35 – 40 contact hours per week depending
on projects and performance opportunities, usually
9.00am – 4.30pm. Some evening / weekend rehearsals
and workshops will be timetabled as required.

Oxford Cambridge and RSA
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Acting for Stage

Ballet

Over the duration of the course students are introduced to different genres, styles
and periods. We explore social, cultural and historical influences and key theatre
practitioners. Students experience core classes in text, improvisation, devising
and classical theatre. Performances range from scene selections and improvised
comedy shows to monologue slams and open-air Shakespeare. A one-act play is
performed at the end of the first year.

Ballet technique is essential for any dancer as it forms the basis of many dance
styles, including musical theatre and jazz. Ballet is also hugely beneficial for actors,
as classes improve strength, flexibility and coordination. Ballet requires performers
to be highly trained and disciplined, with hard work and dedication.

Film and Television
In Film and Television, students get to experience every aspect of filmmaking
through practical skills-based sessions. Students are encouraged to be equally
active in front of and behind the camera. Screen acting, scriptwriting, directing,
camera operation and sound are just some of the elements explored during the
course. Projects include creating podcasts, music videos, narrative short films and
documentaries.

Singing Technique
Students are taught the key principles of safe and technically secure vocal production.
A wide variety of musical theatre genres and composers are studied to introduce our
students to varied repertoire. Ensemble singing classes with our resident Musical
Director hone the skills of harmony singing and sight-reading. Students study
microphone technique and create a recording to experience the demands of studio
and session singing. All students are allocated their own solo sections in our annual
Christmas concert and acoustic pop evening, and both events feature a live band
of professional musicians.

Students explore a range of classical ballet techniques, and this work feeds into
choreography and actors’ movement.

Tap
Tap dance is a highly popular form of dance seen in musical theatre and specialist
dance shows such as ‘Tap Dogs’. Tap skills form part of any professional dancer’s
skill set and can be a useful addition to an actor’s CV. Classes will build a foundation
in Tap skills and are tailored to suit students of all levels of experience.

Jazz
Jazz dance is at the heart of musical theatre performance. Jazz
showcases a performer’s skills as it demands a high level
of technical skill, rhythm, dynamic movement and
stylistic interpretation.
Different styles are explored including
street, percussive, swing,
Broadway, contemporary
and lyrical.

Voice for Actors
A professional performer relies on the quality and reliability of their voice
throughout their career. Students extend their understanding of maintaining
vocal health and the fundamentals of efficient voice production. We explore how
tone, timbre, resonance, accents and diction inform characterisation. Our voice
work always links to text, so voice sessions include practical application through
monologues, duologues, scenes and poetry.

Radio Acting
Students are introduced to the skills required to perform in radio
plays, and how the world and context in this medium is
communicated through vocal expression and sound
design. Students work with professional writers to
workshop and record new material.
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Commercial Dance

Professional Practice and Performing Arts Business

Commercial Dance is the most dynamic and contemporary of dance forms and
responds to current music, culture and social issues in a way that few other art forms
can. This style of dance features heavily in popular culture on TV, in music videos,
and is increasingly seen in new musicals. Students are encouraged to display their
own creativity in class and express themselves whilst learning core technical skills.

Students develop an understanding of the current professional environment in
the performing arts industry and research different jobs within the sector. Industry
professionals are invited in for Q&As and students are introduced to the wide variety
of options that can make for a fulfilling career.

Body Conditioning
Delivered by our specialist tutor, body conditioning includes muscle strengthening,
toning and relaxation using techniques from Pilates and yoga. This hour-long
session comes at the end of the week and is very popular with students, who find it
soothing and enjoyable before the weekend.

Community Arts and Children’s Theatre
In the first year, students research, create, rehearse and perform an immersive,
interdisciplinary theatre piece which is based on a specific brief, usually provided
by a local charity.
In the second year, students form an ensemble theatre company and develop
a piece of children’s theatre that is performed at local primary school King’s Cross
Academy.

STUDENTS ARE INTRODUCED
TO THE WIDE VARIETY OF
OPTIONS THAT CAN MAKE
FOR A FULFILLING
CAREER.

Technical Theatre and Stage Management
It is important for any performer to develop an understanding and appreciation of
the skills and responsibilities of the backstage team. Students learn the basics of
lighting, sound, costume, make-up, props, set design and stage management.

Audition Technique and Repertoire
During the course, students are given advice on how to approach auditioning,
both for drama school entry and professional work. All students receive individual
coaching and guidance on choosing audition material and are fully supported with
applications for graduate destinations.
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EXPERIENCES
AND ENRICHMENT
INDUSTRY COLLABORATION,
MASTERCLASSES, TRIPS AND
EVENTS

SPECIALIST TUITION
AND MASTERCLASSES
The performing arts industry is broad and wide-reaching, where versatility is valuable
for any aspiring professional. At the Pauline Quirke Full-Time Academy, we strive
to enrich the training experience of our students by constantly sourcing innovative
performance opportunities, industry partners and events to complement our course.

Individual Tuition
Students benefit from regular one-to-one singing and acting classes as part of their
core study. Students also receive a vocational tutorial every term which is dedicated
time to discuss individual progression and development.

Masterclass Days
We host regular workshops with guest practitioners, who are specialists in their
field. Students work with current cast members from West End musicals and plays,
and companies including Trestle, Frantic Assembly, Polka Theatre, Shakespeare’s
Globe and many more. Students will also experience one-off dedicated sessions
led by industry professionals which include TV presenting, casualty make-up and
prosthetics, and costume.

The Voice Explained
The Pauline Quirke Full-time Academy of Performing Arts at PQA Studios London
is delighted to receive guidance and support on our voice and singing curriculum
from The Voice Explained. The Voice Explained offer courses in the Estill Model,
a uniquely practical explanation of vocal function that has transformed the
understanding of how the voice works. Their team of certified teachers are the most
experienced and qualified Estill practitioners in the UK, and students at PQA benefit
regularly from their inspirational teaching as part of our voice faculty.

EVERY DAY I AM
PUSHED TO ACHIEVE
AND TO BE THE BEST
I CAN, WHILE ALWAYS
BEING MYSELF.

- Josh, Student

Pauline Quirke delivers a masterclass during the second year, which is a unique
opportunity for students to learn from our Principal’s 50 years’ experience in the
industry.

True Edge Combat
Our classes in Stage Combat are delivered by highly trained professionals
from True Edge Combat, one of the UK’s leading stage combat
training organisations. All our students benefit from expert
tuition in basic unarmed and single sword combat from
True Edge Combat’s outstanding instructors, and are
awarded a BADC Foundation qualification upon
graduation, to supplement their performing
arts diplomas.
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TRIPS AND EVENTS

Red Carpet Cinema Screening
Students will walk the red carpet at our very own private cinema première,
where we screen the work created in our Film and TV module. An awards
ceremony usually follows, which tends to be a highlight of the year!

Graduation
Our students graduate in style with a ceremony
hosted by Pauline Quirke, who presents all
diploma certificates personally. Friends
and family are invited to what is
a very special celebration of
everything our students
have achieved.

Trips and Theatre Visits
An appreciation of film and live theatre is an essential part of performing arts study,
and visits are organised to musicals and plays in the West End, cabarets, fringe
performances and cinema.
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WE STRIVE TO ENRICH THE
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE OF
OUR STUDENTS BY CONSTANTLY
SOURCING INNOVATIVE
PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES,
INDUSTRY PARTNERS AND
EVENTS TO COMPLEMENT
OUR COURSE.

Edinburgh Festival Fringe
At the end of their first year, students have the incredible opportunity to perform in
a one-act play at the world’s largest arts festival - Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Our
very own theatre venue at Riddle’s Court is situated on the famous Royal Mile in
a beautiful Category A-listed merchant’s house.
Students experience all aspects of Fringe life for a professional
working actor, including promoting their show and working
front of house. Accommodation and return travel from
King’s Cross are included as part of the course.
This is an inspiring week that creates
memories to last a lifetime.
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INDUSTRY
COLLABORATION

Work with Professional Theatre Companies
Our Puppetry and Children’s Theatre units are co-delivered with Little Angel
Theatre and Long Lane Theatre Company. We are also thrilled to access Trestle’s
highly regarded arts education programme for our mask projects. Their hands-on
approach and industry relevant experience results in exciting high-quality projects
by our students, which are often taken on tour to the local community.

I’M LEARNING TIPS FROM THE
PROFESSIONAL INDUSTRY
THAT I WILL TAKE ON BOARD
THROUGHOUT MY WHOLE
ACTING CAREER.
- Callum, Student

Industry Week
At the beginning of the second year, students have a week-long series of workshops
and Q&As with guests from different areas of the profession including casting
directors, actors, agents, producers and representatives from the major
drama schools, to help our students with the next steps following
graduation.
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REPRESENTATION

Quirky Kidz clients have secured roles in many high profile projects. A small selection
of recent credits include:
Game Of Thrones (HBO), The Crown (Netflix), X Company (Netflix), EastEnders
(BBC), Holby City (BBC), His Dark Materials (BBC), The Split (BBC), Hollyoaks
(Channel 4), Agatha Raisin (Sky), Grantchester (ITV), This Country (BBC Three),
Emmerdale (ITV), Endeavour (ITV), The Young Pope (HBO) to name a few…

Quirky Kidz
Our in-house agency Quirky Kidz Creative Management specialises in representing
young performers in theatre, film and television. Our full-time students are offered
representation by the agency during their time on the course, and where we can
practically accommodate this alongside their studies, students are able to attend
auditions for professional work.
Head Agent Kristie Sicolo leads workshops in audition technique for our students,
offering individual feedback on songs and monologues.

QUIRKY KIDZ CLIENTS HAVE
SECURED ROLES IN MANY
HIGH PROFILE PROJECTS.
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ABOUT US
OUR TEAM, PASTORAL
CARE AND FACILITIES

Faculty
Principal and Co-Founder		
Chairman and Co-Founder		
Artistic Director		
Head of Curriculum		
Head of Student Services		
Course Coordinator		
Head of Acting		
Head of Creative Media and Production		
Head of Dance		
Head of Singing		
Student Mentor		

PQA Studios
Pauline Quirke
Steve Sheen
Adam Davenport
Sarah Varnam
Sharon Welford
Lucy Beirne
Carole Bowles
Alan Mandel
Jill Francis
Alison Guill
Holly Miles

Teachers
Our courses are delivered by industry professionals, with our team including West
End performers, actors from stage and screen, vocal coaches and producers.
Students are monitored and mentored by our core faculty throughout. We also
welcome guest masterclass teachers, choreographers and directors for various
projects and performances.

PQA Studios is situated in the heart of London’s vibrant Islington, only a 5-minute
walk from King’s Cross St Pancras underground station.
Our facilities include a fully equipped in-house theatre, and several large, high-spec
rehearsal studios.

Accommodation
Support with finding accommodation is provided for those students moving away
from home; full information and guidance is provided upon acceptance.

PQA STUDIOS HAS
TRANSFORMED MY LIFE,
I AM LOVING EVERY
SINGLE SECOND.
- Jess, Student

Pastoral Care
All students receive regular pastoral tutorials, and can approach their tutor at any
time if they wish to discuss any concerns.
Our Student Mentor Holly Miles is an experienced coach, certified NLP practitioner
and fully qualified nutritional therapist and is available for confidential appointments
once a month for any students who would like this.
During induction week, students participate in a group workshop delivered by Holly,
where they receive information and practical tips on how to support their physical
and emotional well-being throughout the course, and beyond. This includes both
dietary education and coaching strategies. We find this hugely beneficial to young
people coping with the demands of intensive performing arts training.
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APPLICATIONS
AND AUDITIONS

Applications

Fees and Funding

Entry to our full-time course is by audition. To apply, please complete our online
application form at pqfta.com.

We are fortunate that our course is partially funded so our tuition fees of £1,835
per term reflect this and purely cover enrichment hours. A non-refundable deposit
of £500 is required upon written acceptance. The first term’s fees are due 4 weeks
prior to start date.

Minimum Entry Requirements
Applicants must be 16 years or over at the start of the course. They should have, or
be predicted to gain, 4 GCSEs grade 9 - 4 (A*- C) including English Language and
Maths, or a relevant Level 2 qualification at merit or above.

Auditions
All applicants will be invited to one of our audition workshops. Auditions take place
in November, February, April and June each year. Candidates will participate in
group workshops in improvisation, musical theatre and screen acting. Applicants
will also have an individual audition and interview with members of the faculty.
Our audition days include a full timetable of group and individual sessions to
provide the maximum time for our team to get to know potential students, and for
applicants to fully experience our atmosphere and style of training. We try to ensure
all auditionees feel as relaxed and comfortable as possible, so they can deliver to
their potential and have a fantastic experience.

Fees are then paid termly. The deposit will be deducted from the final term’s fees. If
the successful applicant has previously been a student at a PQA weekend Academy
for a minimum of 44 weeks, they are eligible for a 10% concession on advertised
course fees.
There may be additional costs for theatre visits, trips and resources.

Bursaries
Limited partial bursaries are available from The PQA Trust and are awarded
based on financial circumstances and potential at audition. In exceptional
circumstances, a full sponsorship may be offered.

Candidates should prepare the following:
One monologue (2 minutes max.)
Monologues should be in the applicant’s own accent and where possible near to
their own playing age.
One musical theatre song (2 minutes max.)
Applicants may use sheet music or a backing track for their song.

THE PQA TEAM ARE
SO SUPPORTIVE AND
CARE ABOUT YOU AS
AN INDIVIDUAL.
- Hannah, Student
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Our Two-Year Diploma in Performing Arts is suitable for sixth form students and
is designed for those looking to develop within all areas of performance:
•

36 weeks per year vocational training

•

35-40 contact hours per week

•

Level 3 qualification, equivalent to 3 A Levels

•

Regular one-to-one singing and acting lessons included in fees

•

Students taught in small project groups to encourage individual progress

•

Equal focus on acting, singing, dance and film & television

•

Performance and experience working at Edinburgh Festival Fringe

•

Agency representation

•

Graduation ceremony hosted by Pauline Quirke

Oxford Cambridge and RSA

Registered Exam Centre 63702

The Pauline Quirke Full-Time
Academy of Performing Arts
PQA Studios
242 Pentonville Road
London
N1 9JY
0208 017 1085
info@pqfta.com
www.pqfta.com

